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Padmanadi 

"Vegetarian Delight"

Padmanadi is arguably Alberta's best vegetarian restaurant. It's well

frequented for its exotic Indonesian delicacies. And those with a penchant

for all things spicy have a great choice to look forward to. Sambal Taoco,

Sambal Terong, Nasi Goreng are the top favorites. Share the vibe, the

warm service and the delicious vegetarian fare with your non-vegetarian

pals too. No meat can sometimes be fun!

 +1 780 428 8899  www.padmanadi.com/  padmanadi.edmonton@gm

ail.com

 10740 101 Street Northwest,

Edmonton AB
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Narayanni's 

"Delectable Vegan Indian Buffet"

Located in south central Edmonton, Narayanni's is a restaurant that offers

up a delectable buffet spread of gourmet Indian cuisine dishes. Step into

this spacious eatery and take in the relaxed ambiance that is

complemented by dim-lighting, cozy furnishing that is spaciously spread

out and soft instrumental Indian classical music that plays in the

background. This is a perfect place to dine out with family, as children can

avail of a meal at the buffet for half the price, while those with dietary

restrictions will enjoy the extensive array of vegan and vegetarian dishes

that are available in addition to the meat selection. Dig into items like the

Chana Dahl & Eggplant, Braised Kale & Cabbage, Papadum Lentil Crisps,

Lamb Samosas, Wild Salmon & Poached Egg Curry and the Vegan Chili

Soup. Wash the meal down with a herbal tea or an Indian beer and finish it

off with a Vegan rice Pudding or a Vegan Peccan Butter Tart for dessert.

 +1 780 756 7112  www.narayannis.com/  10131 81 Avenue Northwest, Edmonton

AB
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Café Mosaics 

"Healthy Eating"

An ideal place to stop by for a quick, refreshing cup of coffee, Café

Mosaics offers a fine blend of blissful beverages and healthy meals. Bright

and vibrant, replete with exquisite designs and an air filled with the aroma

of fresh coffee, the atmosphere in here is perfect for a leisurely meal.

Dedicated to healthy eating, this cafe features a variety of vegan and

vegetarian dishes. Rich in flavor as well as nutritional value, expect

nothing short of a truly palatable experience from this cafe. Savor the

signature soups, sandwiches, rolls and salads, that will certainly kindle a

new found fondness for this cafe.

 +1 780 433 9702  www.cafemosaics.com/  cafemosaics@gmail.com  10844 82 Avenue Northwest,

Edmonton AB
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Clever Rabbit 

"Vegan Paradise"

One of the finest vegetarian cafes in the neighborhood, Clever Rabbit

seldom fails to provide a meal that is absolutely delightful. Always filled

with excitement, this is the place to be for an enjoyable, casual meal with

friends and family. The enticing menu offers an array of delectable

vegetarian and vegan meals, prepared from only the freshest possible

ingredients. Not-to-be-missed are the signature dishes like the tantalizing

Battered Tofu Bowl, Gourmet Stuffed French Toast and the Setain Vegan

Donair.

 +1 780 455 4500  10722 124 Street Northwest, Edmonton AB
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